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(a) input clipart
(b) visual scaffold
(d) result without 
(c) drawing sequence with visual scaffold
visual scaffold
(e) result with
visual scaffold
Figure 1: Given the input clipart (a), Our system automatically generates a visual scaffold (b) by rendering it from a style consistent 3D shape
generated by a user-assisted curve extrusion method. The user is able to design the clipart from the desired viewpoint by following the visual
scaffold and draw each part step-by-step (c). We highlight the parts are being drawn at each step in red. Finally, the user is able to design
better clipart (e) from desired viewpoint in a shorter period compared to designing it without visual scaffold (d).
Abstract
We present an assistive system for clipart design by providing visual scaffolds from the unseen viewpoints. Inspired by the artists’
creation process, our system constructs the visual scaffold by first synthesizing the reference 3D shape of the input clipart and
rendering it from the desired viewpoint. The critical challenge of constructing this visual scaffold is to generate a reference 3D
shape that matches the user’s expectation in terms of object sizing and positioning while preserving the geometric style of the
input clipart. To address this challenge, we propose a user-assisted curve extrusion method to obtain the reference 3D shape.
We render the synthesized reference 3D shape with consistent style into the visual scaffold. By following the generated visual
scaffold, the users can efficiently design clipart with their desired viewpoints. The user study conducted by an intuitive user
interface and our generated visual scaffold suggests that the users are able to design clipart from different viewpoints while
preserving the original geometric style without losing its original shape.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Parametric curve and surface models; Image processing; • Human-centered computing →
Graphical user interfaces;
1. Introduction
Vector clipart is widely used in graphic design for compactly ex-
pressing concepts or illustrating objects in daily life. For example,
designers communicating their design ideas with others, or presen-
ters illustrating concepts with cliparts. Whenever we need an icon
in our slides or videos, we usually try to search it in online clipart
repositories using the keywords of our target, such as chair, lamp or
airplane. A common situation people encounter is that even if we
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are lucky enough to find clipart with satisfactory shapes and colors,
sometimes it is designed from an undesired viewpoint. Most people
compromise with either satisfactory appearance or viewpoint.
When facing the above situation, one might consider manipu-
lating the existing clipart to a desired viewpoint via editing tools.
However, it is difficult to draw other views of an object with only
one available view due to the individual differences of their mental
rotation ability [VK78]. Professional artists usually tackle this task
by first creating a rough 3D model based on the available view. The
rough 3D model can then be used as the mental prior for design-
ing clipart from other viewpoints. Unfortunately, this procedure
requires professional training in 3D modeling and a good mental
prior of the 3D object, which are not possible for general users.
In this paper, we propose a multi-view clipart assistive system to
show unseen viewpoints of the clipart to support mental rotation.
Our system follows the drawing-by-observation technique. Given
the input clipart, the goal of our system is to automatically synthe-
size other unseen viewpoints of the clipart object without changing
the characteristic of the clipart. Users can efficiently design high-
quality clipart with their desired viewpoint by simply following the
visual scaffold. Our system design simulates the creation process of
professional artists. Instead of directly synthesizing unseen views
from the 2D input, we first infer a reference 3D model based on
the input clipart’s viewpoint. We generate the reference 3D model
with user-provided structural annotations that preserve the style of
the input clipart. The visual scaffold is then generated by render-
ing the reference 3D model from the desired viewpoint. Finally, we
also provide an intuitive user interface to assist users in their clipart
creation.
The major contribution of our work is an algorithm for gener-
ating style consistent 3D model from the single-view clipart. Even
though there are existing works focusing on novel view synthe-
sis [ZTS∗16, SHL∗18, PYY∗17, DSTB16, TDB16], there are two
reasons that prevent us from directly applying these method to
serve our purpose. First, the previous proposed methods all re-
quire huge training datasets to learn the shape priors for different
categories. However, there is no existing huge clipart dataset that
can facilitate such learning process. Second, even though we can
leverage the pretrained model of these methods to directly gener-
ate novel view or generate the intermediate 3D shape of the ob-
ject in the clipart, they are usually not satisfactory. The reason is
that the object boundaries in clipart are mainly composed of low-
degree curve types such as line and arc, which are not the cases
in existing datasets. Due to the very different geometric styles, the
predicted 3D geometry generated by previous methods would not
be style consistent with the input clipart. We show a failure case of
directly applying aforementioned methods on clipart in Figure 2.
To address this problem, we additionally propose a user-assisted
curve extrusion method for generating regularized 3D shape that
is style consistent with the style of the input clipat. To the best of
our knowledge, our method is the first one to synthesize 3D mod-
els from vector clipart which preserve both its geometric and ap-
pearance style. Noted that we did not aim for proposing a novel
deep learning architecture handles vector clipart directly. Instead,
we leverage existing 3D reconstruction method using raster image
Figure 2: Given the input clipat, both (b)
Olszewski et al. [OTW∗19] (TBN) and (c) Chen et al. [CSH19]
fail to synthesize novel view of the input clipart. We use the
pre-trained model for both methods provided on their webpages.
and combine it with structural annotation to generate regular 3D
shape.
We conducted a user study with general users who did not have
much drawing training or experience. The purpose is to evaluate
how helpful our generated visual scaffold is for designing clipart
from unseen viewpoint. To conduct this user study, we designed a
complete system for assisting general users in multi-view clipart
creation. In our intuitive user interface, we show two display areas
side-by-side: the input reference area and the drawing area. In the
input reference area, we show the input clipart to the user, as most
users will keep referring to the input viewpoint while drawing the
novel viewpoint. In the drawing area, the user is able to use both
curve tools and shape tools to design the novel view clipart. The
visual scaffold we synthesized lies under the drawing area. Using
our system, most of the users were able to design better clipart from
novel viewpoint with regularized visual scaffold in a small fraction
of the original time. And most of the participants agree that our
visual scaffold significantly reduce their cognitive workload when
designing clipart from a new viewpoint.
2. Related Work
2.1. Novel-view synthesis
To synthesize photo-realistic novel view images, most of the tradi-
tional methods [PZ17,SCD∗06,KLS∗13,DTM96] take multi-view
images as input, and infer the 3D representations explicitly to fa-
cilitate novel view rendering. On the other hands, recent learning-
based methods [ZTS∗16,SHL∗18,PYY∗17,DSTB16,TDB16] pro-
vide the ability to render novel-view images using only one single
image. Some methods [DSTB16,TDB16] directly synthesize pixels
of desired viewpoint, while the other methods [ZTS∗16, PYY∗17,
SHL∗18] instead estimate the flow map from the input view to
the desired viewpoint. Some methods [KLA19, NPLT∗19] disen-
tangled the image factors such as viewpoint, shape and appear-
ance from the source image and used these factors for facilitat-
ing view synthesis. There are also learning-based methods focus-
ing on generating better data representation for synthesizing novel
views from a single image, including voxel and volume-based rep-
resentation [TZEM17, CXG∗16, NMOG19], point cloud [FSG17,
MWYG20], mesh [GFK∗18,DN19,LLCL19], depth and/or normal
maps [LGK∗17, LPL∗18], and parametric surface [SBS19].
The goal of our system is similar to novel view synthesis from
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a single-view image. However, unlike previous methods that fo-
cus on photo-realistic raster images and have a lot of training data
available, there is no existing clipart dataset (neither raster-based
nor vector-based) that can facilitate such learning-based approach.
In the meanwhile, Lopes et al. [LHES19] proposed a generative
model on font with a vector image deep learning framework. How-
ever, we can not apply such method directly for our application
because their model didn’t handle (i) the color, (ii) shape category,
and (iii) the viewpoint information. Hence, we combine learning-
based approach on raster image with user-provided structural anno-
tation, and provide intuitive interface to aid the creation process.
2.2. Clipart synthesis
Vector clipart can be synthesized by vectorizing existing raster
image or designing from scratch. Commercial products [Ado20,
Vec20] provide robust image vectorization that simultaneously
tackles both image segmentation and curve (segment boundary)
fitting problem. However, the style of clipart usually differ from
the natural image (e.g., flat shadings and rounded shapes), which
makes the vectorized natural image not suitable for synthesizing
clipart. Some previous works have focused on vectorizing pixel
arts [Ste03, KL11, HDS∗18]. Kopf and Lischinski [KL11] pro-
posed a dedicated method that focuses on resolving the topolog-
ical ambiguities in the context of pixel arts vectorization. Hosh-
yari et al. [HDS∗18] used human perceptual cues to generate
boundary vectorization that can better match viewers’ expectations.
Liu et al. [LALR16] designed an interactive system to synthesize
novel clipart by remixing existing clipart in a large repository.
2.3. Assisting authoring tools
Content authoring is a fundamental problem in Computer Graph-
ics. Many previous works focus on assisting the authoring work-
flow. Among them, many works utilize the personal editing histo-
ries to assist 2D sketch [XCW14], 3D shape sculpturing [PXW18],
and viewpoint selection [CGW∗14]. Besides the history-related as-
sists, Xing et al. [XKG∗16] utilize the energy strokes from pro-
fessional artists to facilitate the authoring process of 2D anima-
tion. Lee et al. [LZC11] proposed a guidance system which dy-
namically updates a shadow image underlying the user’s strokes
while the user is drawing. Hennessey et al. [HLW∗17] automat-
ically generates a step-by-step tutorial for drawing 3D models.
Ryan et al. [SIJ∗07,SKSK09] provide construction lines and prim-
itives as visual scaffolds for better drawing 3D objects. Our system
shares the same spirit and provides visual scaffold to support users
for designing clipart. The major difference is that we provide the
accurate rendered image as visual scaffold instead of hints such
step-by-step as construction lines. According to the feedback from
our study, the visual scaffold of final rendered image is able to pro-
vide a overview of the shape in the beginning so that they can better
arrange the order of drawing.
2.4. Geometric stylization
Creating 3D shapes with different styles of geometric has drawn a
lot of attentions including Japanese manga style [SLHC12], Lego
brick style [LYH∗15], abstraction style [MZL∗09, YK12], and cu-
bic style [lJ19]. Lun et al. [LKS15, LKWS16] analyze the style
similarities between shapes, and transfer different styles between
shapes. Unlike the previous works that manipulate the input 3D
shapes using techniques such as mesh deformation, our goal is to
synthesize the 3D shape from the input clipart. We combine the
single-view 3D mesh reconstruction method and user’s structural
annotations to guide the curve extrusion process and synthesize ref-
erence 3D shape that matches the input clipart in both geometric
and appearance styles.
3. Visual Scaffold Synthesis
Our system includes two major components: (i) visual scaffold syn-
thesis, which synthesizes the input clipart under a desired view-
point, and (ii) the drawing user interface, which displays the syn-
thesized visual scaffold beneath the userâA˘Z´s drawing canvas to
aid the drawing process.
Given the input clipart consists of multiple closed paths S =
{C0,C1, ..Cn−1} under input viewpoint θi, the goal of this step is
to synthesize the visual scaffold that aids the users to efficiently de-
sign the clipart from an unseen viewpoint θu. To achieve this goal,
we design our method by addressing the following 3 aspects:
1. the shape in the visual scaffold image has to match the user’s
imagination for the input clipart from viewpoint θu.
2. the appearance style of the visual scaffold has to match the input
clipart.
3. the geometric style of the shape in the visual scaffold has to
match the input clipart.
If the shape in visual scaffold conflicts with the user’s imagination
(i.e., violate (1)), it will hinder the creation process instead of pro-
viding useful aids. In the meanwhile, if the geometric and appear-
ance style did not match the input clipart (i.e., violate (2) and (3)),
the clipart created by the user will not be depicted as clipart. To
address the above observations, we propose an user-assisted curve
extrusion method to generate reference 3D shape from the input
clipart. The user is allowed to provide structural annotations on the
input clipart to indicate the 3D structure information. As illustrated
in Figure 3, our method generate a reference 3D model M by fol-
lowing the guidance of both user’s structural annotations and the
guiding mesh MG, which is reconstructed by using a single-view
mesh reconstruction method based on the input clipart S. Noted
that we use the rastered clipart S for inferring the guiding mesh.
The main reason for choosing raster-based method is because un-
like the mature architecture for raster image, such as CNN (convo-
lutional neural network), there is no mature learning-based method
that handles the vector clipart well. We search for optimal thick-
ness and transformations of extrusion for simultaneously matching
users’s structural annotations, while best interpreting the guiding
shape MG.
3.1. Single-view guiding shape synthesis
Performing 3D reconstruction from single-view input has been a
very challenging task. In recent years, with the fast advances of
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(a) Guiding shape synthesis
(b) User-provided structural annotation
(c) User-assited curve extrusion
top
side
front
depth map
normal map
foreground map
Figure 3: Given an input clipart, our method (a) use single-view 3D reconstruction method to synthesize a guiding shape. (b) The user is
able to annotate the input clipart to provide the structural information. (c) Our method extrude the curves in the input clipart adaptively by
leveraging the predicted guiding shape and the user-provided structural annotations.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Some closed paths (pointed by arrows) in the clipart
represent shading instead of geometry. (b) After removing all the
shading path, the remaining closed paths represent geometry only.
deep learning method, state-of-the-art method has shown the pos-
sibility to learn a descriptive latent representation for category-
specific objects and synthesize the corresponding shape, in the rep-
resentation of voxel, point cloud, or mesh. In this work, we recon-
struct the guiding 3D shape MG based on the input clipart S by fol-
lowing Lun et al. [LGK∗17]. In their method, they use an encoder-
decoder architecture where there are multiple (12 in their paper)
decoders that predict geometric data including (i) the normal maps,
(ii) the depth maps, and (iii) foreground probability maps for each
viewpoint. For each input sketch they applied Poisson surface re-
construction [KBH06] on the predicted geometric data to generate
the mesh. The entire pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3(a).
We observe there are several differences between our input cli-
part and the original sketch data used in [LGK∗17] which prevents
us from directly applying their method to our input data. Thus we
perform the following preprocesses before we feed the input clipart
into their method:
Shading path removal One characteristic of the clipart is that it
usually describes both appearance and geometry in the same file.
Unlike 3D model file usually describes the geometry only, and its
appearances are defined through separate material or texture files.
However, the path elements in the clipart sometimes represent the
shading, e.g., reflection (see Figure 4)), which is not directly rep-
resenting the shape. In this work, we focus on aiding the users to
design the geometry part of the clipart, so we categorized path el-
ements in the clipart into two categories, i.e., geometry path, and
shading path. And we remove the shading path before we perform
the 3D reconstruction. Currently, this process is performed manu-
ally. The main reason is that we do not have lighting information
thus it’s impossible for us to distinguish path type only based on
it’s curve geometry and color information.
Color removal We remove the filled color of each closed path in
the input clipart. The remaining curve outlines are served as the
sketches input to the method proposed in [LGK∗17].
After the preprocessing, we feed the processed curve out-
lines into [LGK∗17] and obtained the predicted geomet-
ric data. Due to the larget differences of geometric styles
between clipart and the shapes in their training dataset,
the resulted point cloud constructed by the predicted ge-
ometric data is usually broken as shown in Figure 6(b).
di
2
di
2
zi
Ci
Figure 5:
Extrusion
param-
eteriza-
tion.
One possilbe solution is to re-train their model
with a huge clipart dataset; however, collecting
larget numbers of clipart with multiple viewpoints
available is expensive and time consuming. As the
result, we choose to use the pretrained model pro-
vided by [LGK∗17] as our inference model. Be-
cause of this, the quality of predicted shapes are
usually worse and more noisy compared the pre-
dicted results using the sketches from 3D shape
that capture the real world shape style. To further
filter out noisy predicted shape data, we use the in-
put clipart to create an auxiliary foreground mask
(Figure 6(c)) from the viewpoint of the input cli-
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Figure 6: By replacing the predicted noisy foreground probability
mask (b) with the known mask derived from the input clipart (c),
we can greatly improve the quality of the reconstructed meshes.
part. As we observed, this step turns out pretty
helpful for compensating the bad quality due to the geometric style
difference. Please see Figure 6 for reconstructed shapes with and
without this auxiliary foreground mask.
3.2. User-assisted curve extrusion
Figure 7: For each
curve Ci (the red
segment on the
left), we project
vertices on the
guiding shape MG
and obtain the a
point set Pi that
is enclosed by Ci
(inside the red
rectangle).
After obtaining the guiding shape MG,
we want to leverage it to guide the curve
extrusion process to make 2D curve into
3D volume. Curve extrusion is widely
used in designing CAD model where
the designers usually design layout the
shape in 2D and extrude certain thick-
ness along the direction into solid vol-
ume. Our goal is to extrude all the closed
paths in the input clipart S into vol-
umes and transform them so that they
can cover as many vertices in the guid-
ing shape MG as possible. We assume
the extrusion axis is along the z-axis
(i.e., the input clipart lying on xy-plane).
And we parameterize the extruded vol-
ume Vi of a closed path Ci using the fol-
lowing parameter: (i) the extrude thick-
ness di, and (ii) the z-coordinate zi of the
centroid of the extruded volume (see Figure 5 for illustration).
User-assisted structural annotation We allow the users to an-
notate each closed path in the input clipart with some structural
properties. These annotations enable the users to assign the 3D in-
formation they depicted. We provide the following four types of
annotations:
• multiple objects: for each closed path Ci in 2D, there might
be multiple objects in 3D which are occluded. We provide this
annotation to the user so that they can assign the number of
objects N they think exists. We duplicate the annotated closed
path N times before doing the extrusion.
• same thickness: for each pair of closed paths Ci and C j, the user
can enforce them to have the same extrude thickness (i.e., di ==
d j).
A
B
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 8: The user is able to annotate four different types of struc-
tural information. (a) The paths of chair legs (in red) are annotated
as multiple objects. (b) Four paths (in green) are annotated as same
thickness. (c) Four paths (in purple) are annotated as same depth.
(d) Path A is annotated as it is in front of path B (in blue).
• same depth: for each pair of closed paths Ci and C j , the user
can enforce the z-coordinate of the centroid (zi and z j) of the
extruded volume to be the same.
• depth order: by default, we will leverage the layering of the
input clipart as the depth orders between closed paths. However,
the user is able to assign desired depth order to overwrite the
default ordering.
Please see Figure 8 for illustrations of each structural annotations.
For each closed path Ci, we project the vertices back onto the xy-
plane and obtain a point set Pi that is enclosed by Ci (see Figure 7).
And we obtain the best extruded volumes V= {V1, ...,Vn} by opti-
mizing the following geometry approximation cost function:
minimize Ecover +ωEthickness (1)
subject to di−d j = 0 same thickness (2)
zi− z j = 0 same depth (3)
zi− z j > 0 depth order (4)
We define the volume coverage cost (Ecover) as:
dist(x,Vi) =
{
0, if x ∈Vi
minq∈Ω(Vi) ‖x−q‖, otherwise,
(5)
Ecoveri = ∑
x∈Pi
dist(x,Vi) (6)
Ecover =
n
∑
i=1
Ecoveri (7)
where n is the number of closed paths in input clipart S, and Ω(Vi)
represents the surface of the extruded volume. And we define the
thickness cost (Ethickness) as :
Ethickness =
n
∑
i=1
‖di‖2. (8)
The intuition of optimizing Eq. 1 is to encourage the volume
to cover as many enclosed points as possible but at the same time
keep the extrude thickness small. While minimizing the cost func-
tion (Eq. 1), the structural annotation is formulated into constraints
(Eq. 2 to 4) that enforce the structural relationship between closed
paths in the input clipart S.
Optimization method To optimize Eq. 1 for each closed path Ci,
we first fit an oriented bounding box (OBB) Oi for the enclosed
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point set Pi. For each side of Oi, we use the side length as di and
compute the value Ecover. And we choose the side length which
leads to the minimum Ecover as the current best thickness dˆi. And
we initialize zi as the centroid of Pi.
Next, we resolve the structural constraints (from Eq. 2 to 4) one by
one. For same depth constraint, for closed paths Ci and C j that are
annotated as same depth, we move one of their extruded volume
(i.e., Vi or V j) that leads to the smaller Ecover. For depth order
constraint, we also choose one of the extruded volume between Vi
and V j and move the z coordinate of the chosen volume (either
zi or z j) that leads to smaller Ecover. Finally, for same thickness
constraint, we also choose one of the extruded volume between Vi
and V j and set their thickness value of the chosen volume (either zi
or z j) that leads to smaller Ecover.
4. User Interface
Figure 9(a) illustrate our user interface, which consists of two sep-
arate areas. The reference area shows the input clipart, which acts
as the reference viewpoint for designing clipart from the desired
viewpoint. The canvas area is the place that the user design the cli-
part using curve and shape tools. In the canvas area, we overlay the
visual scaffold under the canvas and the user can decide if he/she
wants to follow the scaffold or not.
In the canvas area, we provide two set of drawing tools,
i.e., curve tools and shape tools. In the curve tools, we provide
(i) line, (ii) arc, and (iii) freeform tools. The reason for choosing
line and arc is because we observed that many clipart can be de-
scribed solely using lines and arcs. In the shape tools, we provide
(i) rectangle, (ii) ellipse/circle, and (iii) rounded rectangle. These
shape primitives are chosen because we observed that they are of-
ten used in designing clipart from canonical viewpoints. Please see
Figure 9(b) for the illustration of different tools.
In the canvas area, the user is able to first sketch out the outline
of the shape he/she wants to draw. The sketch can be hidden dur-
ing the designing process. Also, the user is able to draw separate
curves and primitives in different layers and move layers forward
and backward if he/she wants to.
5. Results and Evaluation
We used our user-assisted curve extrusion method to generate sev-
eral man-made 3D shapes in different clipart. For each input clipart,
we compared the 3D shape generated by our method with the fol-
lowing methods:
Single-view sketch shape reconstruction The guiding shape we
used in our method generated by [LGK∗17].
Sketch-based shape retrieval We perform an sketch-based shape
retrieval using input clipart. The goal is to retrieve the most
similar shape in ShapeNet [CFG∗15] dataset. For each shape in
the ShapeNet dataset, we extracted their outlines using Sugges-
tive Contours [DFRS03] as candidate images. And we extract the
strokes of each input clipart as query, and compute the similarities
between the clipart strokes and contour of each shapes using Shape
Context descriptor [BMP01].
(a) (b)
Figure 9: (a) Screenshot of our user interface. On the reference
area (left), we show the input clipart. On the canvas area (right),
the visual scaffold is overlaid under the canvas. The user is able
to use curve tools and shape tools to design clipart from desired
viewpoint. (b) In the current design session, the user used different
curves and shapes (represented in different colors) including line,
arc, bezier freeform tools, and rectangle, ellipse/circle, rounded
rectangle. Please see the attached video for the detail of our user
interface.
Artist creation We asked an artist to design the clipart from un-
seen viewpoints given the input clipart, and he generate a reference
3D shape as his own reference for each clipart.
We assigned colors for both results using single-view sketch shape
reconstruction and shape retrieval from the input clipart. We per-
form shape registration between the rendered contour image to the
input clipart to establish the correspondences. And we project the
color obtained by correspondences onto the retrieved 3D shape, and
propagate the colors on the 3D mesh using an MRF formulation
solved by graph cut algorithm. Noted that the assigned colors are
merely for conveniently comparison.
We show all the results of compared methods in Figure 11 and
Figure 12. Noted that we only show 3D shapes from upper 45◦ in
the main paper, and we show the rendered image from canonical
views in the supplemental material. For all shapes, the geometric
and appearance styles of our results are more consistent with the
input clipart compared to the result of [LGK∗17] and the retrieved
results. And compared to artist’s results, it took him on average 1
hour to create the 3D shapes for chair cases and 1.5 hours for air-
plane cases, our method automatically produces qualitatively sim-
ilar results in a fraction of this time (for chair cases, on average 4
mins including user annotation and extrusion optimization, and 6.5
mins for airplane cases).
5.1. User study
We have conducted a preliminary user study to evaluate how the
visual scaffold we synthesized can help the users to design clipart
under unseen viewpoint. In this user study, we did not aim for
evaluating the method of synthesizing the visual scaffold, i.e., the
participants only draw the clipart under unseen viewpoint, not the
curve extrusion process.
Setup All tasks were conducted on a 12-inch Surface Pro laptop
with a Surface stylus. The study contains three sessions: tutorial,
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drawing, and interview. The entire study took about two hour per
participant.
Participants We recruited 12 participants (7 males and 5 females).
All participants are non-professional artists and only 3 of them have
experiences in physical-painting or digital-painting. We ask each
participant to draw one of the six clipart (3 chairs and 3 airplanes).
Tutorial session We design the tutorial session to help the par-
ticipant to familiarize with the drawing interface we provided and
different functions in our drawing interface. There are four stages
of the tutorial session which aims to let the user familiarize with
functions including drawing single curves, how to connect curves
and fill color, how to draw primitives, and the layering concept. For
each function, we prepared a target results (e.g., different size of
rectangle, or specific layering) and ask the users to use the tools to
match the targets.
Drawing session In the drawing session, we show the input clipart
to the participants, and ask them to design clipart of the same object
but from three other viewpoints. For chair clipart, the input view-
point of is from front viewpoint, then we ask the user to draw from
top and side viewpoint, and from the upper 45◦. For airplane cli-
part, the input viewpoint is from top viewpoint, so we ask the user
to draw front and side viewpoint, and from the upper 45◦. Each
participant design the clipart with and without our visual scaffold.
Interview In the end, we collect feedback from each participant
on different aspects on the assistive drawing interface. In the ques-
tionnaire, we asked participants about (i) their drawing experience,
(ii) their thoughts on difficulties of drawing different viewpoints,
and (iii) how they think the visual scaffold aids them during the
drawing session. In the last part, we asked the following questions:
• how helpful they thinks the visual scaffold is?
• how they think the visual scaffold aid can be improved?
• other open-ended feedback
Please find the the full version of our questionnaire in Section 3 of
the supplemental material.
Drawing result We show several clipart designed by the partici-
pants in Figure 13. As we can observe in Figure 13, the participants
are able to capture better ratios between parts or draw different parts
in better positions. Please see the complete results from all partici-
pants in the supplemental material.
5.1.1. Interview result and discussion
Viewpoint Survey We asked the participants about their thoughts
on difficulties of drawing different viewpoints. All of the partici-
pants agrees that the difficulties varies across viewpoints. Among
all participants, eleven out of twelve consider side-top viewpoint
more diffcult to draw compared to the rest viewpoints. More specif-
ically, for airplane clipart, 83.3% of participants thought the top-
side viewpoint is the hardest to draw and 16.7% of them thought
the side viewpoint is the hardest one. In terms of chair clipart, all
participants agree that the top-side viewpoint is the hardest to draw.
Scaffold aids survey Eleven of twelve participants (91.7%) con-
sidered the provided visual scaffold is helpful during the drawing
process. And they thought the visual scaffold is helpful in the fol-
lowing ways:
• two participants thought the visual scaffold helps them to see
the overview in the beginning of the design process and it gives
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Figure 10: We show the drawing time statistics of the user study.
On average, the participants are able to save 15% of drawing time
for chair cases, and 40% for airplane cases. The provided visual
scaffold is most helpful on drawing the airplane from the front
viewpoint (saved 57% of drawing time). And it is most helpful for
drawing both chair and airplane from the upper 45◦ viewpoint.
them a better idea of the order in which to draw the different
layers composing the target object.
• five participants thought the visual scaffold helps them to es-
timate the ratio and scale between different parts of the target
object.
• two participants thought the visual scaffold reminds them some
details they ignore
• two participants thought the visual scaffold helps them to ar-
range the layering while designing the target object.
According to the above user feedback, we can observe that our vi-
sual scaffold is helpful for designing clipart under unseen view-
point, especially useful for estimating the ratio and scale between
parts. In the meanwhile, two participants thought the visual scaf-
fold might interfere their imagination thus hinders the design pro-
cess. Potential reason is because the visual scaffold is sometimes
inaccurate which might conflict with the participants’ imagination
of the target object.
Overally, most of the participants are able to design the clipart
from target viewpoint in shorter periods. As shown in Figure 10,
the participants saved time on drawing upper 45◦ for both chair
and airplane clipart. With the provided visual scaffold, the partici-
pants are able to save 57% of time when drawing complicated part
such as the airplane from the front viewpoint. In the meanwhile,
we observed that the participants spent more time on drawing the
chair from the side viewpoint. From the user feedback, we found
out that this is because the visual scaffold provides additional de-
tails from the side viewpoint compared to their own imagination.
So even though they spent more time on drawing with visual scaf-
fold from the side viewpoint, they can draw more details which
leads to better results.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an assistive system that aids the users
to design clipart from unseen viewpoints. The core of our system
is an user-assisted curve extrusion method that combines the user-
provided structural annotation and a guiding 3D mesh that is syn-
thesized by single-view shape reconstruction method. We render
the generated 3D shape using the same style of input clipart into
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (9/2020).
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(a) input clipart (b) [Lun et al. 2017] (c) retrieved result (d) our result (e) artist's result
Figure 11: We compared our chair results with the results generated by [LGK∗17], the results using shape retrieval (see the detail expla-
nation in the main text), and the artist’s result. Our results preserve both geometric and appearance styles of the input clipart compared the
results generated by other automatic methods. More specifically, the shape is more regular and there are few incomplete structures in the
reconstructed 3D shape. In the meanwhile, our results are very close to the artist’s results.
the visual scaffold. We conducted an user study with 12 users and
found out that with our visual scaffold, the users are able to de-
sign better quality clipart from unseen viewpoint using shorter time
compared to design without visual scaffold.
The major limitation of our method is that our extrusion
method can not model curvature along the extrusion direction.
Since the current extrusion method only extrude the geometry
with a single thickness value. To address this issue, we plan
to use different geometry representation, such as voxels, bevels,
or geometry profiles used in [KFWM17]. Voxelizing the extruded
space so that we can use different voxels to approximate the curva-
tures on a smooth surface.
We also plan to explore automatic method to synthesize the ref-
erence 3D shape. We would like to start with inferring the struc-
tural annotation and predict primitives to fit the input clipart. In
the meanwhile, according to the feedback we collected from the
user study, to design the clipart from the non-canonical viewpoint
(e.g., the upper 45◦ viewpoint) is much harder than canonical view-
point. So we would love to explore how to design more intu-
itive tools, e.g., adding block-in guides or step-by-step hints, to
better aids the users to design clipart from non-canonical view-
point.
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